BEGINNING OF INVESTIGATION: RAN CHARTS for GROUP ANIMALS
Before the Lesson

Chickens

We think

We wonder

Do they eat eggs?

Do the baby eggs come from the mother?

They make eggs for sitting.

They catch flies.

They hatch eggs.

After the Lesson

New Learning

Eggs come from the bottom.

They eat feed.

Monkey

We think

We wonder

Do monkeys sleep in the hole?

Do they climb up a tree?

They eat bananas.

They eat leaves.

They can play on the trees.
Before the Lesson

Spiders

We think
They throw spider webs at people's faces.
They bite.

We wonder
What do they like to eat?
Why do they have many eggs?

After the Lesson

New Learning
Spiders bite when they're scared.

Frogs

We think
They lay seeds.

We wonder
What do they eat?

New Learning
They are different colors.
Before the Lesson

Horses

We think | We wonder

- They can eat and sleep.
- They run.
- How do they eat?
- Do they go to school?

Dogs

We think | We wonder

- They scratch the door when it's time to walk.
- They hide stuff.
- Why do they bark?
- They eat dog food.

After the Lesson

New Learning

- They eat hay.
- Barn.

- When they are born, they can't see or hear.
From the Small Group Lesson

Turtles

We think

- Turtles are moms.
- Some turtles lay down on grass.
- Do they eat grass?
- Do they eat potatoes?

We wonder

- Sea turtles can swim.
- Lay eggs.

After the Lesson

New Learning